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they then return back to the neelkanth's box, but are unable to open it. satchidanandan then suggests they might have been too weak to open it, so he goes and asks some scholars to find out if there is anyone, who can open the box. they find out that the box is special and not even the great yogis can open it. satchidanandan is devastated and depressed on this. shiva is angry with him for being too
weak to open the box.he then tells the meluhans to open the box, but they refuse. satchidanandan gives some dates to shiva and tells him to go and return to them after three months. the meluhans go to the battlefield and the meluhans start to fight. the fight becomes fierce and the meluhans start to lose. shiva returns after three months and his army is defeated. the meluhans start to lose the war
and they call for shiva to return. shiva goes back, but the boxes are not opened. he then searches for satchidanandan. he finds him and then goes back to daksha. daksha asks him to open the boxes. shiva refuses and tells him that he has seen satchidanandan. daksha is then furious and starts to shout at shiva. he then finds out that shiva has been silent for a whole year and not been talking to him.
shiva quickly challenges the naga to a duel, which he wins. knowing that the naga are forbidden to kill, shiva breaks his neck with his hands. shiva then starts worrying about sati, who is in danger. he recalls his promise to sati and, going back to ayodhya, he starts his journey to save her. on his way, shiva meets sunanda, the king of the nagas, who asks him to find the nagakanya, the end of the naga
race. shiva is appalled and asks if he is not destined to destroy all naga. sunanda says that the nagakanya is a girl of the nagas. he then explains that the nagas are born from the head of the saraswati, a myth from the past. shiva, hearing this, decides to protect sati from the chandravanshis. eventually he finds the girl he had been searching for, but is shocked to find her half-melted by the melting

river.
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shiva is shocked to find that the nagas have assimilated into the people, losing their originality. he saves the girl and brings her to sati, who is at the banks of the river. the chandravanshis are unaware of the neelkanth's arrival and continue to fight with the meluhans. however, the neelkanth's arrival has an unexpected
consequence. the chandravanshi soldiers start fleeing the battle, due to their faith in shiva's power. as shiva and his men stand there helplessly, lord ram himself appears in front of them, stops the battle and asks the neelkanth to take over. with this, shiva realizes that the time has come for him to fulfill his destiny. he

goes and meets sati, who is in the middle of the battle. shiva asks her to leave this place, as the chandravanshis will take over the entire meluha. sati refuses to go, as she has no other place to live. shiva is hurt by her behaviour, but then explains to her that there is no alternative but to fight the chandravanshis, as they
are responsible for the drying up of the river. meanwhile, the chandravanshis are winning the battle and forcing the meluhans to retreat. at this point, sati, who had been praying for the neelkanth's victory, is knocked down by an arrow. shiva rushes to her, finds the arrow in her chest and quickly takes her away. the

neelkanth is worried about the safety of sati. he is a compassionate person, so is not even willing to fight when the chandravanshis are winning. the neelkanth thinks that the two factions of meluhans are bound to fight each other, even if one goes to war against the other. he has a big dilemma, as he is the neelkanth and
he can't take sides. he tells the chandravanshis that he is willing to fight them, but first he will bring sati safely to the safety of the neelkanth's camp. the chandravanshis, knowing about this, reach them and a fierce battle ensues. when the neelkanth tells the chandravanshis to retreat, they attack the neelkanth's camp. in

the battle shiva and veerbhadra are killed. shiva tells nandi to take sati to the safety of the main meluhan army. 5ec8ef588b
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